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COVER STORY

Waking up after half a century
We can generate a new tsunami of progressive non-racist
politics
by P Ramakrishnan
t has taken us Malaysians half a century to
wake up, stand up and
do what was right and
what was long overdue. For half
a century, it was amazing that we
could have voted in without a
break the only government we
have known since independence
in spite of their corruption, their
arrogance, their incompetence,
their lack of respect for the rule of
law, their blatant disregard for
justice and human rights. It is
amazing, isn’t it? But we did that!
And we perpetuated this terrible
situation knowingly. This has
been depressing for me.
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If any of you has ever looked back
into the AGM speeches I’ve made
since I was arm-twisted into becoming President a number of
years ago, you’d probably have
noticed that my speeches were frequently filled with consternation.
The reason for that was simple: I
had to draw attention, over and
over again, to the violations of civil
liberties, the trampling of human
rights and the many different
kinds of abuses of power that happened but which Aliran was committed to opposing.
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EDITOR'S

NOTE

In our cover story, P Ramakrishnan recalls how Malaysians woke up on 8 March 2008 after half a century of slumber. He now urges them to generate a
new tsunami of progressive non-racist politics and
eliminate racial politics in the country.
There are worrying signs of another tsunami creeping up on us: a recession, which will hit the poor the
hardest - especially after higher fuel prices earlier
this year and uncontrolled speculation had sent food
prices soaring. Aliran was one of the organisers of a
forum looking into the Malaysian response to the
global food price crisis. It was a unique event that
brought together grassroots communities, activists
and academics. At the forum, Subramaniam Pillay
discussed the reasons behind the higher prices and
stressed that governments have the right to regulate
markets to ensure food at reasonable prices for all.
Jojo Fung looked at the dynamics and interaction
during the forum, at the end of which participants
came up with a final declaration.
Meanwhile, the global slowdown has already hit
one factory in mainland Penang. Joethi Sahadevan
looks at the plight of the the retrenched workers of
Nikko Electronics Bhd and wonders how they are
going to live on the measly compensation they have
received.
Is it not possible to create a more just society?
Jeyakumar Devaraj pays tribute to one person who
believed it is - the late Dr M Rajakumar. Another
tribute to this great man comes in the form of a poem
which the late national literary laureate Usman
Awang composed in Malay – and which Dr Wong
Soak Koon has now translated to English to reach a
wider audience.
Someone else who has been pursuing the cause of
justice is Marina Lee Abdullah, who has inspired
many Malaysians, including ‘The Man With d Video
Cam’.
ALIRAN is a Reform Movement dedicated to
Justice, Freedom & Solidarity and listed on the
roster of the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations. Founded in 1977, Aliran welcomes
all Malaysians above 21 to be members. Contact
the Hon. Secretary or visit our webpage.
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I vaguely recall that I often had to
express my regret that the flaws
of our political system and the injustices inflicted upon our society
had not been satisfactorily redressed despite the earnest and
noble efforts of many concerned
citizens
and
committed
organisations.
Hence, you’d be happy to know
that I don’t feel compelled to continue on that dismal note this year!
Please don’t get me wrong. The
flaws, injustices and abuses suffered by our political system and
our people have not suddenly
vanished. Indeed, as the ongoing
vigils in Penang, KL and elsewhere to protest the indefensible
but continuing use of the ISA have
shown, we have a long way to go
and much to do before we can be
satisfied with the conditions of
our society.

A

transformation

Still, we know we’ve made
progress that we can cheer and be
proud of.
I refer of course, to the transformation of our political system that
was swept in by the tsunami of 8
March 2008, blown in by the perfect storm that was the 12th General Election.
We are politically savvy here; so,
there’s no need for me to recount
the specific causes and the detailed results of that tidal wave,
that storm, or what have you.
Suffice to mention that, on 8
March, half our voters decided
that ‘Enough was enough’ with
the old ways and discredited
forms of politics and maladmin-

AM vol.26(4)

AM vol.26(10)

istration. In fact, half the voters
turned themselves into ‘stormbringers’.

nitely, certain political conditions
and developments that arose between 2006 and 2007 greatly
swelled the tide of oppositionist
sentiment.

Against many obstacles and
many temptations, the voters
bravely chose ‘Change’. They sincerely wanted a ‘Malaysian
Agenda’. And they confidently
looked to a ‘New Dawn’.
Saying all that, I’m not making
propaganda in this little hall for
any political party or any politician. I’m only recapturing, briefly
but accurately, the sentiments and
aspirations of the voters who
paved the way for Pakatan
Rakyat’s historic gains in Parliament, in Kuala Lumpur, and in
Kedah, Kelantan, Penang, Perak
and Selangor.
We know that a lot of people have
spoken and written about the tsunami as if it was something that
happened overnight.
No doubt, the scale of the
Opposition’s triumph astonished
very many people because it went
beyond their calculations. Defi-
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But, no, the tsunami didn’t happen overnight. The historic advance of 8 March was the outcome
of years and years of hard work
and dedicated effort by countless
people.

Attempts
to
roll back change
Precisely because the tsunami of
voter dissatisfaction was not a
bolt from the blue nor a flash in a
pan, certain quarters, vested interests and powers-that-be have tried
to sweep it back, if needs be, by
foul and unfair means.
Thus, in the eight months since
the General Election, we’ve seen
many attempts to distort truths
about our current political realities, to hinder the administration
of the ‘Opposition states’, to repress outspoken dissidents, and
even to provoke ill-will among

different sections of the populace.
One outcome – and one’s tempted
to say, one intention – has been to
drive Malaysian politics towards
a brinkmanship that is as dangerous as it is unethical.
Most of us realise that there’s been
a growing incidence of an irresponsible politics that thrives on
insulting, baiting and provoking
one’s opponents. Since 8 March,
and especially since the
Permatang Pauh by-election of 26
August, quite a number of politicians have spoken and acted as if
they can only realise their personal and political aims by flinging insults, spreading lies and
making threats.
So dishonest and desperate are
some politicians today that they
spread inter-ethnic hatred in the
name of national unity, they sow
distrust in the name of social harmony, and they threaten violence
and repression in the name of political stability.

progress meaningfully as a society and nation. As someone who
welcomed the post-8 March political opening, I’m much heartened
that ordinary Malaysians have
had the courage, good sense and
decency to reject these and other
forms of political intimidation
and manipulation.

Don’t

be

complacent

But speaking as someone who
has witnessed long periods of
dirty politics and dirtier repression, I’d urge us not to be complacent about the risks that attend the
post-tsunami transformation of
our nation.

AM vol.6(2)

Most of us remember 27 October
1987 for the repression that was
code-named Operasi Lalang. With
so many people still detained under the ISA, let me emphasise that
it is entirely appropriate and relevant to remember 27 October
1987 to this day.

Those brands of politics can have
no place in Malaysia if we are to

But we need to remember this as
well: Between 1986 and 1987,
UMNO suffered from a heightened factionalism, MCA and

AM vol.7(2)

AM vol.7(4)
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Gerakan smarted from defeat at
the 1986 General Election, and
intra-BN disunity intensified as
UMNO and its so-called Chinesebased partners played racial politics to the hilt.
In the background of those conflicts were the deep recession of
1985–86, market meltdown, business failures, and rising unemployment that created tensions
and frustrations that were manipulated to raise inter-ethnic
conflict to dangerous levels.
There are lessons from October
1987 that we must heed today, just
eight months after the March tsunami.
We would be blind not to notice
that the broad political situation
is quite unsettled. Simply think of
Sodomy II, the detentions of RPK,
Teresa Kok and Tan Hoon Cheng,
the arrests and prosecution of
elected Opposition representatives, the banning of Hindraf, and
recent assaults on peaceful protestors.
Simply observe how UMNO is
approaching its March General
Assembly and party election with
lurking factionalism. Prime Minister Dato’ Seri Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi has been forced into early
retirement. But the remaining
leaders’ high power stakes, naked
ambitions and shifting alignments threaten to destabilise
UMNO itself.
See, too, how the badly defeated
MCA, Gerakan and MIC strive to
reinvent themselves without
much success. They are like parties that can neither live with nor
live without UMNO or its leadership or its dominance or its su-

premacy. Consequently, the relations between UMNO and its socalled non-Malay-based component parties have become more acrimonious.
If that’s not enough, we find ourselves at the mercy of another tsunami. I mean the global financial
crisis that, originating in the USA,
is rapidly turning into a global
economic crisis. We didn’t make
this tsunami but the damage that
comes in its wake will not spare
our shores.

Warnings
Once again, therefore, we face an
imminent coming together of political stresses and economic crises. How do we meet that eventuality without imploding or exploding?
I myself have no ready, do-it-yourself, solutions to offer. But I believe
that Aliran, as a reputable and
trusted civil society organisation,
has an important role to play. Just
what role that should be should
become part of our deliberations
at this AGM.
At the very least, however, Aliran
should have these messages and
warnings to deliver.
To the various political parties
and their politicians, we say,
‘Play politics by all means, but
don’t think that the outdated politics of race, personality, or ruthless ambition will get you anywhere when the economic tsunami hits with full force.’
To the representatives in Parliament and the state legislative assemblies, we say, ‘Continue your
antics and the theatrics if you
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must, but you will be judged by
whether, how well and how honestly you can debate policy directions, pass laws and oversee government measures to save the
people from massive suffering.’
To the Federal and the state governments, we say, ‘Persist with
your antagonisms if you must,
but don’t cut your nose to spite
your face. The people will judge
you by whether, or how effectively you can set aside partisan
concerns and petty quarrels in
favour of Federal-state cooperation to save and serve the national interest.’
Will all or any of those political
parties, politicians, representatives and governments heed such
messages and warnings?
We don’t know yet. But we know
that, as before, we must keep delivering the messages and the
warnings, by ourselves and in
cooperation with NGOs and other
concerned individuals.
We also know this much after 8
March: if enough of us in civil society, and if enough of the ordinary Malaysians who voted for
change do so, we can generate a
new tsunami of non-racist, nonhateful, and progressive sentiments – to build a changed and
better future for all Malaysians,
now and in the future. q

Ramakrishnan delivered
the above speech at
Aliran’s 32nd Annual
General Meeting in
Penang on 23 November
2008.

1988 JUDICIAL CRISIS

Act

of

Shame

Tun Mohd. Suffian on the sacking of Tun Salleh Abas, “For the
first time in my life, I was ashamed of being Malaysian!”
or some 40 years I had
spent my life in the law
— appearing and arguing before our judges
and finally for seven years as Lord
President, a post I had never
thought of attaining even in my
wildest dream when I first entered
the public service. Public confidence in an independent judiciary cannot be built up in a day
and my predecessors have for
generations nurtured and built up
a great reputation not only in
South East Asia but throughout
the Commonwealth.

F

Until recently, judicial appointment was regarded as a great
honour and I took great care to
maintain and enhance the reputation of our Judiciary as Guardians of the Constitution, Upholders of the Rule of Law, Protectors
of the Poor and Oppressed against
Tyranny and Criminals. I valued
its reputation for integrity, ability
and courage to decide disputes
impartially, justly and without
fear or favour.
To some extent I feel personally
responsible for Tun Salleh Abas’
misfortune, for it was I who
brought him into the Courts from
the Attorney-General’s Chambers
because of his superior qualifications, great ability as a jurust, his
seniority in the service and above
all, of his outstanding moral character. None of these qualities can
be taken away from him by any

Tribunal, be it eveer so high. We
watched helplessly as a provision
written into the Constitution by
Tunku Abdul Rahman, Tun
Razak, Tun Dr Ismail, tun Tan
Siew Sin, Tun Sambanthan and
others
to
secure
the
independencd of the judiciary,
was being diabolically used to
wreck it.
This full-scale book by Tun Salleh
and Mr K Das (unlike the witnesses before the Tribunal who
were made to swear to tell the truth
and nothing but the truth but significantly were not made to swear
to tell the whole truth) for the first
time reveals the whole truth and
the real reasons why the high dignitaries directly involved wanted
Tun Salleh out of the way at all
costs and the unfair devices and
means used to achieve their purpose.
I was in Geneva when I first heard
on the BBC World Service of Tun
Salleh’s suspension and you can
imagine how flabbergasted I was.
I never thought that what happened in Idi Amin’s Uganda
could happen in Malaysia. And
when foreign friends in Europe,
America and elsewhere questioned me about it, for the first
time in my life I was ashamed of
being Malaysian.
And when later I heard of the
identities of the Malaysian members of the Tribunal — none were
Aliran Monthly : Vol.28(9) Page 7

Salleh’s peers or betters and all but
one who wore the same old school
tie as the Prime Minister — I knew
at once that Tun Salleh’s fate was
sealed, no matter how just his case
or what he said or did in defence.
And so it was. With dazzling
speed, he was out in three months
in contrast to a humble clerk who
could not be fired in less than
three years.
We, who see today’s ominous
campaign in the controlled media
against the Bar, will remember the
similar press campaign that preceded the blows that destroyed the
independence of the judiciary.
May Allah protect our Judiciary
and the Bar, shower His blessings
on all of us and punish and destroy the Wicked. q
Source: AM Vol.9:11 (1989)

Tun Mohd. Suffian made
the above speech when
launching MAY DAY FOR
JUSTICE by Tun Salleh
Abas and K Das on 15 October 1989
1989..

LABOUR

Nikko workers left
waiting… for Godot!
The saddest part is these victims have been left stranded with
no support from anyone to alleviate their suffering
by Joethi Sahadevan
t was 4.30pm and there
was half an hour to go
before the employees of
Nikko Electronics Bhd in
Prai packed their bags and headed
home, just like any other day.
Meanwhile, night -shift workers
were expected to check in for work
to continue with the manufacturing of radio-controlled toys.

T

At that particular hour on 30 June
2008, all workers at the factory
premises were suddenly instructed to assemble at the conference hall, a common location used
to make announcements. Workers
including Thanaletchimi Simanchalam, 35, an assistant supervisor, scurried curiously to the hall.
“I was apprehensive since the instruction came at the eleventh
hour,” narrated Thanaletchimi
while wiping a tear from her eye.
The shocking news was then announced by the company’s Man-

Thanaletchimi flanked by Krishnaveni Manikam (right) and Rosemary
Arokiam (left).

aging Director. The MD pronounced that the company had
been running at a loss in the last
three years and it was impossible
to continue operations.
Before the announcement could
sink into the minds of the workers, who were in a state of disbe-

lief, most of whom had served
with dedication for over 16 years,
they were immediately escorted
out. By then the police had arrived
to provide protection to the top
brass of Nikko.
Workers waiting to be ferried to
the factory for the night shift were

The 1,200 Malaysian and 400 foreign workers till today
have received nothing and they do not know if they will
ever get their dues.
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baffled as to why the regular vans
had not turned up to pick them
up for work. Little did they know
the fate that was awaiting them.
Thanaletchimi said the company
had promised to repay the workers within two months after the
consolidation had taken place.
“But till today we were only paid
the balance for annual leave
which for some amounted to a
mere RM30,” she lamented.
In retrospect, the workers had endured many cuts in benefits since
the company had not been performing well for several years.
They had loyally accepted a wage
that had been stagnant for several
years, without bonus payouts
while medical benefit was just
basic. Promotions had also been
stalled - which the workers had
accepted as part of their undivided support to Nikko in the
hope that once the company flourishes it would take care of them.

Hopes

dashed

All their hopes were dimmed as
darkness descended. What they
received in return for their loyalty
and dedication was a mockery.
One worker from Parit Buntar
travelled in a bus all the way to
Nikko only to receive an annual
leave compensation of RM30!
The 1,200 Malaysian and 400 foreign workers till today have received nothing and they do not
know if they will ever get their
dues. The MTUC is currently providing assistance to the workers
but all hopes were dashed when
the High Court announced that
until the company completes its
winding-up process, the talks on
compensation could not take

place.
Thanaletchimi is now employed
but she now has to contend with
a much lower and inadequate salary compared to her previous pay.
Life was difficult before but now
it has become unbearable especially as she has to raise two small
kids with her husband, who
works as a lorry driver.
Her eyes misty with tears,
Thanaletchimi added that she and
her former colleagues are still
keeping their uniforms, hoping
that all that had happened was
just a bad dream and they would
be called back to work at Nikko –
a scenario that is clearly unlikely.
Some of the workers are now going
through a rough patch and several
of them have fallen into arrears with
their rent. Others are struggling to
fork out money to pay up for their
children’s education.
The saddest part is these victims
have been left stranded with no
support from the authorities to
alleviate their suffering. Justice
has been denied to the innocent
workers who toiled together
through good and bad times for
Nikko Electronics Bhd.
The workers are now in a confused state. They wonder if their
elected leaders are aware of their
plight and their needs and if there
as been any effort to settle what is
due to them.
Until then, they shall wait… waiting for Godot. Unlike Samuel
Beckett’s play, where the wait was
futile, let us keep our fingers
crossed that the factory workers
of Nikko will not face a similar
depressing fate. q
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WOMEN
AND WORK:
MAN’S VIEW
“Have you many children?” the doctor asked.
“God has not been good
to me. Of sixteen born, only
nine are alive”, he answered.
“Does your wife work?”
“No, she stays at home.”
“I see. How does she
spend her days?”
“Well, she gets up at four
in the morning, fetches water and wood, makes the fire
and cooks breakfast. Then
she goes to the river and
washes clothes. After that
she goes to town to get corn
ground and buys what we
need in the market. Then she
cooks the midday meal”.
“Do you come home at
midday?”
“No, no she brings the
meal to me in the fields —
about three kilometres from
home”.
“And after that?”
“Well she takes care of
hens and sheep. And, of
course, she looks after the
children all day. Then she
prepares supper so that it is
ready when I come home.”
“Does she go to bed after
supper?”
“No, I do. She has things
to do around the house until
nine o’clock.”
“But you say your wife
does not work?”
“No I told you she stays
at home.”

TRIBUTE

Strength

of

a

woman

Tribute to Marina Lee Abdullah
by Man with d Video Cam

I want him home

Marina is not alone

ove is passionate and deep. It will drive
you to do crazy things for each other. But
loving a person is actually knowing all his
or her faults, knowing the good and the
bad and still choosing to be together – that is love.

silence each day without hearing their voices.

L

Many of us do not have first-hand knowledge of
what married life entails. But I have thought long
and hard about it. And I am ready for whatever it
may bring. After all, it brought me three wonderful
children.
Many of us should consider ourselves insanely lucky
to have found the woman who fits beautifully in
our life.
The saddest moment in a married life is when we
start to take each other for granted. What more
when the little bubbling cuties arrive year after
year? Time is stretched unbearably with the unending chores and the circle of friends dwindles
to a miserable few. With the grace of God, we will
live to be grandparents but most of us will see
their children leaving the nest to roost on their
own. This is when we have to learn to bear the

Any woman is an inspiration to the heart and gives
meaning to all the things in life that are frequently
left unexplained. The strength of a woman lies deeply
within her soul and it is in the depths of that soul
that pain and frustration are often-times hidden. So
men will have to salute women for their strength,
their power, and the unique abilities that make them
what they are. Marina Lee Abdullah is this breed of
a woman.
When the inevitable moment comes which makes it
seem so hopeless and endless, just stretch out your
hand in the dark and you will feel your wife beside
you. Her warmth saturates the lonely air, unseen
but soothing. Then, lay your head between her bosom and listen to the medley of her heartbeat vibrating in your ears. It will be a whole new world to feel
the love of your woman roaming freely among the
myriad stars of your imagination.
Man will never be alone even in the most trying
situation because she is always there to stand by
him. q
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APPEAL

This festive season, your RM10
Can Make A Difference
If every reader chips in, Aliran's financial woes can be resolved
Dear Fellow Malaysians:
or over 30 years,
Aliran has been a beacon for Malaysian society in many important ways. Aliran provides a
rallying point for citizens and
civic organisations concerned
with freedom, justice and democracy. Aliran defends civil
liberties and human rights, and
promotes inter-ethnic and inter-religious respect. More
than that, Aliran advances the
causes of marginalised communities, disadvantaged groups
and persecuted individuals
who are too often bereft of any
opportunity to speak for themselves.

corporation or foreign source.
We intend to keep things that
way to safeguard our autonomy.

To carry out these tasks, Aliran
depends on limited financial
resources derived from Aliran
Monthly subscriptions and
sales as well as donations made
by our members, subscribers
and other well-wishers. Our
writers, members and other
supporters receive no payment
for their tireless services.

• Make a donation to Aliran.
Send a cheque or draft
made payable to Persatuan
Aliran Kesedaran Negara or
directly transfer your contribution to our account no.
507 246 118 995 with Malayan Banking Berhad,
Green Lane branch, Penang.
• Take out or renew a twoyear subscription to Aliran
Monthly (see page 18).
• Take out a gift subscription
for someone close to you
(see page 18). q

F

For our operational expenses,
we receive no funding whatsoever from any government
or opposition political party,

The cost of producing Aliran
Monthly, disseminating information and publications, networking with other civic organisations, and organising
public talks and forums has
risen considerably. In truth,
we are incurring deficits every
month.

AM vol.20(7)

To maintain our crucial public
service, we sincerely appeal to
you to respond in any of the
following ways:

AM vol.21(6)

AM vol.21(7)
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DEMOCRACY

Islam, democracy and violence
Islam is compatible with democracy. It is rather the interests
of rulers of Muslim countries which are not compatible with
democracy
by Asghar Ali Engineer
was invited last week to
Indonesia for a series of
lectures by Asia Calling
International Radio to
speak on “Islam, democracy and
nation state’. These days Indonesian intellectuals are rocked with
questions we were faced with in
the early fifties in India. Also, all
over the Islamic world the question is being asked: Is Islam compatible with democracy and the
nation state? In Indonesia too, the
largest Islamic country in the
world, radical Islamists have
raised this debate. The progressive Islamic thinkers there are
therefore seized with these questions.

the largest Islamic country, is also
faced with this question as minorities are coming under attack and
their human rights are being violated.

I

In a Asia Calling talk show,
where a number of prominent
public figures and diplomats
were present, these questions
were raised by many. Also I spoke
at Wahid Institute, founded by
the former president of Indonesia and leading scholar of Islam
Abdur Rachman Wahid, on the
experiences of the Muslim minority in secular India. Indonesia,
though the largest Muslim country in the world is still not an Islamic country but a Pancasila
State. The doctrine of Pancasila
was adopted during president
Sukarno’s time.

AM21(9)

But now Indonesia is under pressure to become an Islamic state
where Shariah law would be the
official law and religious minorities such as Christians and Buddhists and others would become
second-class citizens. Still, it
seems, Indonesian people are resisting this demand and are hence
keen to know the experiences of
secular countries such as India.
Also what is the experience of
nation building in South Asia including
Pakistan
and
Bangladesh? I was also asked to
speak on the concept of human
rights in Islam as in a democratic
country human rights have fundamental importance. Indonesia,
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Of course it is not at all correct
to say that Islam is incompatible
to democracy, I said in my talk.
This myth is being spread by the
supporters of authoritarian regimes in the Islamic world.
Kings, sheikhs and military dictators are spreading such ideas,
and to them it doesn’t matter if
Islam gets a bad name in the
process. I firmly refuted this
myth and maintained Islam does
not come in the way of democracy; it is dictators and monarchs who come in its way.
We should remember, I said, that
the Qur’an does not provide any
concept of state but a concept of
society. The Qur’an wants to establish a just society, and what
other way could be better suited
to establish a just society than a
democratic society. Also the
Qur’an emphasises the equality of
all human beings and equal dignity for all despite different languages, colours and race and nationality. How can this be
achieved except through a democratic society?

Dictatorships
un-Islamic

Abu Bakr and did bay’ah on his
hand and others followed.

Authoritarian societies negate all
these and hence are not democracies; but monarchies and dictatorships are un-Islamic, not democracies. During medieval ages,
concepts such as equal dignity,
gender equality and human rights
were just non-existent, and hence
monarchies were quite acceptable.
No longer. The modern society is
emphatic about human equality
without any distinction, and human rights and gender equality
are of great significance, and
hence democracy is the only way
out for the Qur’anic concept of a
just society to be realised Some
people, especially radical Islamic
groups, do argue that the only just
government could be through the
institution of khilafah. Let me say
that the institution of khilafah has
not been sanctioned by the
Qur’an. As pointed out above, the
Qur’an does not recommend any
form of government at all. The institution of khilafa was the result
of an historical situation. It was
not even a part of the Prophet’s
(PBUH) Sunna.

Then, there was no unanimity in
electing the Caliph. Many said the
Khalifah could be only from the
tribe of Quraish of Mecca, and
Ansar of Madina who were from
other tribes such as Khazraj and
Aus maintained that the caliph
should be from among them as
they had helped the Prophet
(PBUH) in Madina. It was also
suggested that two persons be
elected one from Quraish and one
from Ansars. But this viewpoint
was also rejected and ultimately
Abu Bakr of Quraish was elected.

That is why there were differences
among Muslims about the question of succession. Even the most
prominent companions of the
Prophet (PBUH) were not sure
about the mode of succession of
the successor. Shias maintain that
the Prophet (PBUH) appointed
his cousin and son-in-law Ali to
succeed him. But only the supporters of Ahl-e-bait agreed with
this view and others gathered in
Saqifa Banu Sa’ida to discuss the
question of his successor. There
too there was no unanimity and
after la lot of suggestions and debate, Umar proposed the name of

Then it was said that there could
be only one caliph at one time but
this concept also proved to be fragile as when the Abbasid defeated
Umayyads, one of Umayyad’s
family fled to Spain and founded
another empire there and at a time
there came into existence two caliphs and when the Buwahids
captured power and the caliph
became merely a nominal head,
the caliphate turned into a sultanate. The institution of the Caliphate also lasted only for 30 years
and Mu’awiyah captured power
without any sanction from Muslims as in the case of the first caliph, and what is more he nominated his own son Yazid against
the wishes of all Muslims and
against the wishes of prominent
companions of the Prophet many
of whom were then alive.
All this clearly shows that the institution of khilafah was a tentative historical construct, not the
result of any divine injunction either based on Qur’an or Sunnah.
Thus it cannot be argued that the
institution of khilafah be restored
and that is the only way out. Also,
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the institution of khilafah, whatever way it came into existence,
was after all more democratic
than monarchies or sheikhdoms
and dictatorships, which have no
sanction of any kind at all.
Also, in the case of electing a caliph, tribal experience of the time
was used, as the successor to a
tribal chief was elected by the
members of the tribe. There was
no concept of one-man one vote at
the time. In the institution of modern democracy, ‘one man one
vote’ is the tried and tested
method for electing public representatives. New historical experience has resulted in new methods
of election. There should be no
hesitation in accepting and assimilating new experiences. During the period of Khilafat, many
institutions were readily borrowed from the Roman and
Sassanid empires such as the
practice of keeping salary registers for soldiers from Iran. Earlier,
only the share in the loot was given
to those taking part in the fight.

Shariah
laws
and
democracy
Another question which is raised
by Islamists is the imposition of
Shariah law. They argue that in a
democracy, there are man-made
(human made) laws and Shariah
law is divine law, and this cannot be allowed in an Islamic state
as only Shariah law should be
enforced. This is also an erroneous concept. Shariah laws can be
divided into two categories:
‘ibadat and mu’amalat (i.e. laws
pertaining to salah, saum, haj etc.
which are part of ‘ibadat).
Then the laws pertaining to
mu’amalat which include rela-

tions between human beings and
human beings. Laws about
mu’amalat cannot be permanent.
Of course no changes can be made
as far as Shariah laws concerning ‘ibadat are concerned, but as
for mu’amalat laws, these cannot
be permanent and Parliament
should be empowered to make
laws in those respects. All modern democracies allow people to
pursue their respective religions
and do not interfere in their religious affairs. In all secular democracies also, the right to religion is
a fundamental right.
Also, as far as ‘ibadat is concerned,
it does not require enforcement by
any state but its importance lies
in its voluntary nature. ‘Ibadat pertains to one’s heart and soul and
real ‘ibadat is that which is done
most sincerely and from the core
of one’s heart. It cannot be enforced. And it will cease to be
‘ibadat if it is enforced by a state
machinery. This is what the
Qur’an also maintains when it
says there is no compulsion in
matters of religion.
Thus no Islamic state is required
even to enforce provisions of the
Shariah. An Islamic state again
would mean the majority of Muslim sects who live in that country
would enjoy real freedom and
those Muslims who belong to
other sects would be persecuted.
We see this right in the beginning
of Islamic history. The Abbasids
initially subscribed to the doctrine of createdness of the Qur’an
and all those who rejected this
doctrine were severely persecuted.
Even eminent Imams such as Abu
Hanifa were flogged for rejecting
this doctrine.
In modern Islamic states too we

see this phenomenon. In Saudi
Arabia, only Wahabi Muslims
enjoy real freedom of religion
Those who do not subscribe to
this doctrine are persecuted or do
not enjoy freedom like Wahabis to
practice their religion. Similarly,
the Shias are persecuted in Sunnimajority states and Sunnis in
Shiah-majority states. In Iraq, a
Sunni minority dominated and
persecuted Shias and in Syria, the
Alawi minority dominates over
the Sunni majority as it wields
political power.
Real freedom of religion is possible
only in a democratic state where
all enjoy equal rights irrespective
of caste, creed and colour. Large
numbers of Muslims today live as
minorities in secular democratic
states in various Asian, African
and Western countries and enjoy
the right to freely practise their
religion. Thus it is not correct to
maintain that you need an Islamic
state to practise Islam freely.
Every democratic state permits
Shariah laws pertaining to personal laws covering marriage, divorce, property, and inheritance.
In secular India too, Muslims are
completely free to practise these
laws. Indian Muslims refuse any
reform to their laws and the state
does not insist on that - though in
many Muslim countries these
laws have been reformed.

Hudud
and
democracy
Now the question about criminal
laws - whether it would be permitted in a secular democratic
state. The answer is certainly no.
In India, the British abolished Islamic criminal laws in 19th century and enforced a criminal code
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drafted by their parliament. The
Muslim ulama agreed to the abolition of the Islamic code and
agreed to the enforcement of the
common criminal code. Today, in
the modern world. many Muslim
majority countries have also taken
similar steps. Criminal punishments are largely contextual. In
tribal Arab society, certain punishments were thought to be more
effective and hence they were recommended. The main purpose
was to prevent crime and nature,
and the extent of punishment can
certainly change. Also, there is
provision for the tazir punishment
in Islam and the rulers did enforce
tazir punishments. So it is not a
matter of principle whether hudud
laws are enforced or not. The main
thing is to curb crime.
Thus it would be seen that a secular and democratic state is equally
good as long as it permits Muslims to practice their religion. It is
also important to note that the Indian Ulama voluntarily opted for
a secular state as opposed to an
Islamic state in the form of Pakistan in 1947 when India was divided. They vigorously opposed
the creation of a separate Muslim
country and preferred to have a
secular democratic and multi-religious, multi-cultural country.
And who knew Islam better than
the Ulama of Darul Ulum
Deoband.
An Islamic state itself, as pointed
out before, is a historical construct
and not a Qur’anic concept and
hence it is in no way obligatory
for Muslims to set up an Islamic
state. Those who argue in favour
of an Islamic state cannot produce
any argument from the Qur’an
and Sunna. In every country there
are certain forces who adopt

majoritarian aggressive postures
and want their religion to be associated with the affairs of the
state. In India, for example, a section of Hindus want India to become Hindu Rashtra (i.e. Hindu
nation) but secular Hindus resist
that demand.
In any religious state, all citizens of different religious persuasions cannot enjoy equal
rights - and no modern state can
allow this. The very essence of
modern polity is that all citizens
irrespective of their religion
should enjoy equal rights.
Maulana Maududi of Jamat-eIslami of Pakistan had argued
that no non-Muslim can become
head of the state or prime minister of Pakistan. He or she cannot even hold any key post in
the government. Sure, in secular
states as well no person from
minority religions will find it
easy to become head of the state
but theoretically it is not ruled
out. In India, a Sikh, a nonHindu, became a prime minister and three Muslims could become president of the country.

Human
and the

rights
Qur’an

Another objection raised by many
Islamists is that in secular democratic states, human rights are sacred and the very concept of human rights is un-Islamic. This is
also not in keeping with the
Qur’anic teachings. Firstly, most
of the Islamic countries with few
exceptions have signed the UN
Human Rights Declaration. Some
countries did not sign the declaration - their objection was that
one who renounces Islam cannot
be put to death as freedom of religion is a fundamental principle

of human rights.
But as pointed out above, the
Qur’an itself upholds the right to
freedom of religion and the
Qur’an pronounced it well before
the modern world realised its significance. It is very strange that
now some Muslims are in contradistinction to a Qur’anic principle, of which they should have
been justly proud, and reject the
doctrine of freedom of religion as
modern, western and, hence, unacceptable. The Shariah rule that
one who renounces Islam should
be given the death sentence is
highly controversial and there is
no unanimity on this among Muslim jurists. Maulana Aslam
Jairajpuri, for example, disagrees
with it and advances several arguments from the Qur’an and the
Sunna to show that the death
punishment for renouncing Islam
is not justified.
In fact, freedom and faith go together. One cannot genuinely believe in any religion unless one is
completely free to accept or reject
it. If one is forced to accept a religion, one cannot accept it with
one’s heart and soul. One may
accept it outwardly but in heart
and soul may resent it. It is precisely for this psychological reason that the Qur’an made the principle of freedom of religion so important. The Shariah provision for
the death sentence was more for
sedition than for renouncing religion. It was feared that a Muslim
living in an Islamic state, if he or
she renounces Islam, may join
hands with the enemy and conspire against the Islamic state. The
punishment for sedition in much
of the world is death.
The fear of sedition was genuine
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because Muslim states were surrounded by Christian states and
there was direct political - though
not religious - confrontation between the two. Hence if someone
renounced Islam, there was genuine fear that he may help the
Christian states. The crusades
were well known from the 11th to
the 13th century. That period of
confrontation between Muslims
and Christians was most intense.
Thus, the death punishment for
renouncing Islam made sense
during that period. This context
must be kept in mind - but in the
long run the Qur’anic doctrine of
freedom of religion must be upheld.
As for other principles of human
rights, even the most orthodox
Muslim cannot object to them. For
example, equality of all human
beings is central to Qur’anic
teachings too. Human dignity is
sacred in Islam as well. Gender
equality is also clearly enunciated
in the Qur’an. Moreover, woman
has been given equal rights for
contracting marriage while husband and wife have been described as each other’s garment.

All these are enshrined in the UN
Declaration of Human Rights.
Muslim countries such as Saudi
Arabia which did not sign the
Declaration did not object to these
provisions.

Democracy
beneficial
to Muslims
Those who argue that the implementation of Shariah is an obligation for an Islamic state should
understand that the Shariah
evolved gradually and there was
a great deal of differences among
Muslim jurists on many issues.
Thus, the Shariah, as one Islamic
scholar Prof. Muhammad Mujeeb
maintained, is a human approach
to divine injunctions. That is an
apt description of Shariah laws as
evolved by many eminent jurists
during the first four centuries of
Islam.
The great Urdu poet Iqbal from the
Indian sub-continent also maintained that every generation of
Muslims should be entitled to rethink Shariah issues and in a
Muslim-majority country, Parliament will be the right forum to do
so. He also maintained that ijtihad
is the dynamic principle in Islam
and ijtihad becomes necessary in
changed conditions in modern
society. Thus, a democratic society with an elected parliament
would be a better institutional arrangement for making the Shariah
more relevant to our contemporary world. Many new issues have
arisen which need the use of
ijtihad urgently.
And where Muslims are a minority and live in a secular democratic
state, they should evolve their
own forums to bring about necessary changes. Today more Mus-

lims live in minority situations
than in majority situations and
hence they would have to evolve
their own institutions to do ijtihad
with the cooperation of ulama
and modern scholars. No secular
democratic state can stop them
from attempting these creative
changes in their laws. All this has
to be done within the framework
of Islam. No changes can be
brought outside this framework if
they are to be accepted by Muslims at large.
To accept the democratic state
would be far more beneficial to
Muslims and would enable Muslims to practise their religion faithfully and fearlessly than in socalled Islamic states, where sectarianism and fundamentalism
prevail. A democratic state is a
much better guarantee of genuine
freedom of religion than a state
based on any religion. This seems
to be contradictory but is in fact
true.
Thus, we must properly educate
the Muslim masses and prepare
them for the acceptance of democracy in the Islamic world. They
should be made aware that those
who oppose democracy in the

name of Islam are really serving
certain vested interests rather than
Islam. The Islamic world is still
reeling under the impact of feudal and medieval forces who
serve their own interests in the
name of Islam. Islam is compatible with democracy. It is rather
the interests of rulers of Muslim
countries which are not compatible with democracy.
Indonesia, I said in my lectures,
has achieved democracy after a
long spell under dictatorship and
it must be protected at any cost,
and all religious minorities also
should be guaranteed full freedom to follow their respective religions. Tolerance of differences is
an important principle of democracy, and due tolerance should be
shown to all different religious
opinions too. It will not violate
any Islamic principle at all. q
Ashgar Ali Engineer is associated with the Institute of Islamic Studies in
Mumbai, India
Source: Islam and Modern Age, September 2008

“The Qur’an itself upholds the right to
freedom of religion and the Qur’an
pronounced it well before the modern
world realised its significance. It is very
strange that now some Muslims are in
contradistinction to a Qur’anic principle
and reject the doctrine of freedom of
religion as modern, western and, hence,
unacceptable.”
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FOOD CRISIS

Food

for

thought

Academicians, NGO representative and grassroots
communities came together to articulate a Malaysian
response in the face of the global food price crisis
by Jojo M. Fung, SJ

he global food crisis forum, held on 15 November 2008, was aimed at
creating an occasion and
opportunity to listen to the voices
of the grassroots, as to what kind
of impact the global-local food
price crisis has had on their livelihoods A related second aim was
to “funnel-up” their demands for
sustainable livelihood and dignity to the authorities, in particular, the Members of Parliament
who were apparently sitting till
early December 2008.

T

The forum was organised by a
group of concerned citizens in-

volved with the grassroots, ‘under the flagship of Aliran’, supported by the Food Coalition and
the Centre for Public Policies Studies (CPPS), and funded by the UN
Country Team (UN-CT) for Malaysia.
About 120 people participated in
the forum held in Shah’s Motel in
Petaling Jaya. Many NGO representatives and concerned members of civil society were present.
Most importantly, almost one half
of the participants came from
grassroots groups such as
Komuniti, Jaring, the Inshore
Fishermen’s Welfare Association
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(Pifwa), Muafakat Warga Desa
from the north; Gabungan Asli
Selatan from the south, SPNS,
Jaringan Kampung Orang Asli
Semanjung (JKOAS), and Jalal
from BB. Several migrant workers
and single parents who did not
belong to any particular
organisation were also present.
The occasion was graced by three
participants from Pacos-Sabah
and two from Panggan-Sarawak.
The forum comprised three central components:
• a keynote address by Dr
Subramanian Pillay that offered a framework for under-

standing the current food price
crisis;
• a session involving several
people from the grassroots
who spoke about how they
and their communities were
affected by the food price crisis; and
• small group sessions involving all the participants who
drew from their experiences as
well as the points raised in the
first two parts of the forum to
discuss effective measures that
ought to be taken to overcome
the problems. These groups
also articulated the demands
they sought from government.
The major points from these
group sessions were then presented to the entire assembly
of participants.
Following this, all participants
turned their attention towards
drafting a final statement that
would capture and highlight the
major issues raised as well as the
demands sought. Academicians
Khoo Kay Jin, Francis Loh and
Subramaniam made some critical
input at this juncture which
helped the assembly to sharpen

their focus.
Bahasa Malaysia was used
throughout the forum, with occasional explanations in English, to
facilitate better communication
between the grassroots and the
other participants.

Susah-ridden
narratives
Some of the participants appreciated the forum as a space for bringing the minorities of Malaysia together in order to assert our democratic rights to a discursive assembly and speech. It was all part of
the the struggle for the fundamental rights of all Malaysians, especially the grassroots, to sustainable livelihood and human dignity.
Others mentioned that it was a
great occasion for learning by listening to what is happening at the
grassroots amidst such crises. We
could learn how the marginal
communities negotiate the impact
of the current global crises, what
works and fails, and how else to
maneuver one’s self to avoid the

onslaught of the failure of global
capitalism.
Indeed, this failure of neo-liberal
capitalism has resulted in the global food, financial and ecological
crises which are indeed interrelated. The few young intellectuals
appreciated the “new” dynamics
in this forum simply because the
grassroots came together and
vocalised their cries and concerns
in the hope that the government
will heed their concerted demands, which the many
organisations of civil society endorsed at the end of the one-day
forum.
I was enthused by the dynamics
of the forum. The interactive seminar was a rare and unique occasion in that it was participatory
and multicultural. The forum facilitated mutual learning so that
academicians and members of
most of the city-based NGOs could
be further enriched and informed
by grassroots communities and
energised by their everyday
struggle and negotiation amidst
the different crises of our times.
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Their susah-ridden narratives
not only “im-passionate” us to
“funnel up” their concerns but
also empower us to work to
translate their concerns into
policies that are pro-marginals.
We need to come up with policies that alleviate their burden
in the light of the global crisis
of price hikes of the basic commodities of life which constitute
their fundamental right to sustenance.

Passionate

struggle

In this passionate struggle in
solidarity with the grassroots
communities, the promotion of
sustainable livelihood and dignity for them becomes all the
more pertinent. Livelihood
amongst the grassroots is only
sustainable when they live with
the fullest of human dignity
with their rights honoured. What
are these rights? The right to nutritious sustenance for families,
a sufficient budget for the education of children and to set
aside for a rainy day, and arable
land for the indigenous peoples
to cultivate and for producers to
generate sufficient revenue.

On the whole, the forum proved
to us that participatory and
multicultural discourses are necessary and should be ongoing
whenever global-local crises impact our lives and deprive
grassroots communities of sustainable livelihood and dignity as
equal citizens of Malaysia.
In the aftermath of the forum on
the crisis of food price, a new team
will be constituted to monitor the
process of urging the MPs to bring
up the demands of the forum in
their parliamentary sessions. A
press conference will be held on
27 November 2008 at Parliament.
The team hopes that some of the
MPs will take the occasion to articulate the demands of the
grassroots. The monitoring team
will continue to respond to the
more urgent needs of the
grassroots in terms of capacitybuilding such as setting up cooperatives and becoming more informed of the causes of the global
crises.
The team will step up efforts to
initiate several community-based
fora in 2009 - in one Malay village
and three native villages where
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the forum will be held in the
longhouse - in Sarawak. These
would involve the marginalised
and rural native and Malay communities, especially encouraging
greater participation of the women
in those communities. Special invitations to participate in one of
the fora in Sarawak will also be
extended to the native representatives of Sabah. The voices of the
marginal communities will be
“funnelled-up” so that their fundamental rights to arable land,
sustainable livelihood and dignity will be respected by the relevant authorities and the state
governments of Sarawak and
Sabah. q

Jojo M Fung SJ, a Sabahan,
is a Jesuit priest. He also
holds a PhD in anthropology and has conducted
much research among the
Orang Asal. Among his
publications is his book
Ripples on the Water: Believers in the Orang Asli's
Struggle for a Homeland
of Equal Citizens (2003).

FOOD CRISIS

Global

food

crisis:

A

review

Governments must have the right to regulate markets
to ensure a sufficient supply of food at reasonable prices
for everyone
by Subramaniam Pillay
ood prices have increased sharply in 2007
and 2008. The prices of
many staple items such
as rice, wheat flour, corn, cooking
oil and milk powder have more
than doubled globally. Malaysia
has not escaped from this crisis.
Prices here too have increased
sharply. In addition to the above
list of items, in Malaysia, other
staples such as vegetables, eggs,
fish and meat have much higher
prices than two years ago. Though
recently wholesale prices have
come down to some extent at the
global level, we are not seeing the
positive impact of the reduced
prices at the retail level here in
Malaysia.

F

The price increase affects the poor
more drastically as they spend a
greater portion of their income on
food. Globally, chronic hunger
and malnutrition has increased
sharply due to the food crisis. At
the local level, not many Malaysians face extreme hunger in spite
of the rise in food prices. However,
on the margin, I am sure poorer
Malaysians may be consuming
less nutritious food, which may
result in some degree of malnutrition.
In this paper, we will examine the

main causes for the increase in the price of
food; at the end of the
paper, an outline of
some possible remedies
for the food crisis will
be provided.

Is there a
physical
shortage
of
food?
Usually, a rise in price
is an indication of a
shortage of that particular product. However, in the case of food,
there is sufficient food
globally but there are regional/
national shortages due to
droughts and other weather problems. In many cases, even within
countries there is enough food but
the poor are unable to have sufficient access to food due to higher
prices. This is true in many developing countries such as India and
Brazil. The real crisis then is the
affordability of food and not the
lack of food.

So why have
food
prices
gone up so much?
There are several reasons that
have been put forward to explain
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the rise in food prices. Some have
short-term effects while others
have long-term effects. There is
also much controversy over the
degree of importance of the various factors. The list given below
is not exhaustive and I am sure
readers can come up with additional factors.
(i) Bad weather conditions
A reason often given is that we
have unusually bad weather in
many parts of the world occurring
at the same time in 2007 and 2008.
For example, the agriculturally
important Murray-Darling river
basin in Australia experienced

one of its worst periods of drought
in 2007. Australia is normally the
second largest exporter of wheat
in the world after the USA. So production and exports of wheat (and
rice also) suffered, causing some
impact on the price of these two
staple food items.
The severe cyclone in Bangladesh
that occurred in 2007 also cut
down the production of rice which meant that country had to
import more rice than usual.
China has had unusually severe
floods, droughts and exceptionally cold winter this year which
even disrupted the Chinese New
Year holidays.
Due to this decrease in the supply
of grains, world food stocks have
dropped sharply sending a signal
to the commodity markets to allow prices to rise. However, there
are many other more important
reasons for the price rise.
(ii) Food crops for use as fuel
A World Bank research paper has
identified the use of food crops
such as corn (maize) and palm oil
as bio-fuel as the main reason behind the rise in price of food. This
study argued that 75 per cent of
the price increase could be attributed to this single cause. According to many estimates, about 5 per
cent of grains is now diverted to
the production of bio-fuel globally. In case you think 5 per cent
is not a lot, it amounts to about
100 million tonnes of grains per
year.
Many developed countries (e.g. the
USA and the European Union)
heavily subsidise the growing of
food crops to produce ethanol
which can be blended with petrol

to fuel motor vehicles. The American government has given massive subsidies to farmers to produce corn for the bio-fuel industry. The claim is that this makes
America less dependent on foreign supplies of energy. However,
the subsidy for corn has reduced
the land used for the production
of other food crops such as wheat
and soya. So world prices of all
these crops have gone up sharply!
This, in turn, has affected millions
of poor people all over the world
in terms of their ability to have
access to affordable food.
According to an Oxfam report in
June 2008, “rich countries spent
up to $15 billion last year supporting bio-fuels while blocking
cheaper Brazilian ethanol, which
is far less damaging for global
food security.”
However, rich countries are trying to blame the weather and
other factors for the rise in price of
food. According to a Wikipedia
entry, “The German Chancellor,
Angela Merkel said the rise in food
prices is due to poor agricultural
policies and changing eating habits in developing nations, not biofuels as some critics claim.” The
Guardian (4 July 2008) has reported, “President Bush has
linked higher food prices to higher
demand from India and China.”
The use of food crops for fuel is
both an economic and moral issue. For example, according to a
Wikipedia entry filling a tank of an
average American car with biofuel is depriving a poor African
person of his or her annual supply of maize (corn), which is a
main staple food there! Something is seriously wrong in terms
of priorities here.
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(iii) The changing diet in rapidly
developing countries
In rapidly growing developing
countries such as China, India
and Brazil, a large new middle
class is emerging. Though the vast
majority of the population in these
countries remain poor, the growth
of the middle class has been impressive due to the sheer size of
the population of these countries.
Their eating habits are changing.
With increasing affluence, they
are consuming a bigger variety of
food as well as substituting plantbased food with more meat and
dairy products. For example, between 1990 and 2005, per capita
meat consumption increased by
2.4 and 1.7 times in China and
Brazil respectively. During this
15-year period, consumption of
milk in China increased by three
times. Eating habits in emerging
countries are also influenced by
the rapid spread of Western fast
food chains such as McDonalds
and KFC.
The problem with this change is
that more grains are being used to
feed animals, which is not a very
efficient way of producing proteins. For example, it is reported
that to produce 1 kg of chicken
meat, 3 kg of maize has to be used
while the amount of maize required to produce 1 kg of pork and
beef is 5 kg and 8 kg respectively.
These changes have a sustained
long term impact on the demand
for food.
(iv) Speculation by commodity
and hedge funds
Futures markets in agricultural
products have long been used by
both producers and food processors to hedge against price insta-

bility. Though there have been
speculative activities in the past
in these commodity markets, it
was limited. However, in the recent past, the low interest rate regime that was prevailing in the
USA has encouraged mutual
funds, hedge funds and even large
pension funds to look for new
places to invest to earn higher returns.
Many market participants believed that there is going to be a
long-term increase in demand for
most commodities due to the
rapid economic growth of large
countries such as India, China,
and Brazil. There is some truth to
this argument of a super bull market in commodities. With this belief firmly intact in their minds,
these funds began to invest
heavily in the futures markets
which led to a sharp increase in
the prices of major food and nonfood commodities. Thus it became
a self-fulfilling prophecy. As the
price rose, more of these funds
rushed into the market creating a
huge bubble. The prices of some
metals increased by more than
five times in three years. At some
point, the bubble had to burst as
price increases were unsustainable given the actual demand and
supply of these products.
One of the first bubbles to break
was in the wheat market. After
reaching a peak of $13.50 a bushel
in February 2008, the price of soft
red winter wheat on the Chicago
Board of Trade (CBOT) is now
about $5.30 per bushel. According to a BBC report, farmers responded to higher prices by planting more of the crop, which is expected to lead to a bumper harvest this year and next. The International Grains Council has pro-

jected a record world wheat crop
of 645 million tonnes in 2008/9.
Other commodities also have had
similar downturns in the last few
months. Closer to home, we have
seen the dramatic drop in palm
oil prices.
Thus, those who went in early
made a lot of money in commodity speculation but those who
joined the game late lost a lot. The
sad thing is that these speculative
activities have led to a sharp increase in food prices which has
very little to do with real demand
for food. As we shall see later, the
recent drop in wholesale prices in
food commodities has not been
accompanied by a reduction at
the level of the final consumer.
(v) Rise in price of crude petroleum
Another important reason for the
increase in food prices is the hike
in the price of crude petroleum.
Because of this, the cost of production in the agriculture sector, especially, the cost of producing
fertilisers has increased sharply.
The petroleum industry is the key
source of raw materials for producing the main type of fertilisers.
An increase in the cost of petrol
and diesel has also led to increases in the cost of storing and
transporting food from producers
to final consumers. It also has led
to increases in the cost of processing the food. Indirectly, the increase in petroleum price also encouraged more switching of food
crops for the production of ethanol and bio-diesel. All these together have had a substantial impact on food prices.
(vi) Impact of IMF/World Bank
policies on supply of food in poor
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countries
When a country faces a severe financial crisis and it does not have
sufficient financial reserves to
cope with it, then it is forced to go
to the IMF for financial aid. Before
granting loans to the country, the
IMF will insist on the implementation of a number of “free market” conditionalities one of which
is the removal of subsidies for
farmers in poor countries. This results in lower production of food
crops and in some countries and
an increase in non-food crops
such as cut flowers and fibre
crops. However, the poor in those
countries cannot afford to buy the
now higher-priced food resulting
in extensive hunger and malnutrition. The irony is that the rich
countries are still continuing to
subsidise their already well-to-do
farmers. This is a stark example
of the hypocrisy and double standards that poorer countries face
in international economic relationships.
(vii) Reduction in farmland acreage
Rapid
urbanisation
and
industrialisation has led to the
conversion of fertile farmland in
many developing countries to be
used for factories and housing. A
local example is the conversion of
vegetable gardening land in
Tanjong Tokong in Penang Island
to luxury apartments. In addition,
many countries face a loss of soil
fertility due to pollution from industrial activities, soil erosion and
water depletion. Thus, total output of food declines just when the
rising middle class tends to consume more food.
(ix) Lack of competition at the

middle level of the food chain
Another important reason for the
rise in food prices is the domination of the agribusiness industry
by some large multinational firms.
For example, three companies
(Archer Daniels Midland, Cargill
and Bunge) control the world’s
grain trade! Monsanto has a 60
per cent share in the world seed
market! Nestle, General Foods
and Unilever dominate the downstream market in food products.
With the market power they have,
these firms are able to pass on
most if not all the increase in raw
material prices to the consumer.
However, when raw material
prices drop, consumers do not
benefit as these firms pocket the
difference. They are able to do this
because there is no real competition in the market place given their
monopoly power. Lower food
prices means lower profits for
them, which they will resist! They
can and do manipulate prices so
that they can earn higher profits.
For example, both Nestle and
Unilever announced higher profits for the third quarter of this year.
The reason given was higher selling prices of their products did not
affect the volume of sales and thus
profits increased handsomely.
This is why with the recent drop
in wholesale prices of commodities, we do not see a decrease in
food prices at the retail level. For
example, coffee beans price is
down, but Nescafe price is still
high! So coffee farmers get less income, but Nestle earns higher
profit.

So what can be done?
We need to discuss and come up
possible solutions to the food cri-

sis both at the global and local
level. Here are some observations
to assist in this process..
(i) Bring down food prices
We can try to bring down the price
of food by
• reducing the cost of production
through subsidies for agricultural inputs.
• reducing the market power of
global food companies.
• regulating commodity speculation.
• using other non-food crops on
marginal land for bio-fuel.
• Encouraging and educating
the public to consume less resource-intensive food
~ by eating more soya and
dhal and less meat for protein.
~ by eating less processed
food and substituting it
with more natural food.
(ii) Increase the purchasing
power of consumers
In the final analysis, a small country such as Malaysia cannot be
self-sufficient in food. Therefore,
it is important that citizens have
the purchasing power to buy
food. We can
• provide direct food aid to the
poor.
• improve the human capital of
and provide opportunities for
every individual so that he or
she can be economically more
productive, and thus earn
enough.
• ensure more equitable economic growth so that there is
less disparity in income;
~ thus, even the less well off
in such societies will have
enough resources to buy
food.
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~ we cannot have the trickledown economic growth
model that leaves substantial number of people in
many countries too poor to
afford food for themselves.
(iii) Ensure that availability of
adequately nutritious food is a
basic human right
Food cannot be treated like any
other commodity. It is one of the
most basic needs for human existence. It is the responsibility of
governments to ensure sufficient
food for everyone. Thus, governments must have the right to regulate the appropriate markets to
ensure a sufficient supply of food
at reasonable prices.

Conclusion
Based on the discussion above, we
can make the following conclusions:
• The food crisis has been
caused by both structural and
short-term factors.
• The right to food is a basic human right.
• The government has the important responsibility of ensuring an adequate supply of nutritious food for all citizens.
• Governments should have the
right to regulate the players in
the food industry.
• The public too must play a role
by reducing their consumption
of resource-intensive food. q

Subra delivered the above
as the keynote address at
the Global Food Crisis: A
Malaysian Response Forum.

FOOD FORUM

Food forum declaration 2008
e, the participants of
the Joint Action Forum
on Food Crisis-AliranCPPS Food Forum,
comprising grassroots groups,
n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l
organisations and concerned
citizens, themed “Global Food
Crisis: A Malaysian Response”,
held in Petaling Jaya on 15 November 2008, having shared
perspectives and feedback on
the issues relating to the subject
matter and found the same to be
empowering and beneficial state
as follows:

W

4. That rising food prices will
have tremendous adverse impact upon all levels in Malaysian society, especially the urban poor, rural and all marginal communities. The communities most affected by this
situation are the farmers, fishing peoples, Orang Asal, plantation workers, migrant workers and others in low-income
groups.
In light of these pressing realities,
we believe that immediate steps
to address these problems must be
taken.

We recognise:
We demand:
1 . That access to adequate supply of food is the most basic of
human needs and rights. Ensuring that people have
enough to eat is the moral duty
of governments, and also work
to the overall interest of national development.
2. That to achieve national food
security, a country must be able
to grow sufficient food or have
sufficient foreign exchange to
enable it to import sufficient
food to augment its food production for its citizens.
3 . That the present global financial crisis will have serious
implications on the world food
crisis. The Malaysian economy
is no exception and the economic crisis will exacerbate the
food crisis already being faced
in the country.

1 . That the government engage
the general public, especially
the farmers, fisherman, Orang
Asal and other affected communities in a consultative process to ensure that their voices
are heard and their opinions
taken into account. This is to
ensure their input in policymaking.
2. The government ensure that
the current system of price controls on essential items is functioning effectively, especially
in the rural areas so that the
needy
are
no
longer
marginalised. Information on
the prices of controlled goods
should be disseminated
widely and transparently.
3 . That the government introduce reasonable measures
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such as a coupon or ration
card system for the extreme
needy to help them tide
through this challenging period, in addition to controlling the prices of food. Furthermore, special attention
must be given to children
from indigent families.
4. That the government’s plan
for the agricultural sector as
stated in the 9th Malaysia
Plan must be enforced. Emphasis must be placed on the
food production sector, in
particular the small and medium enterprise producers, to
ensure some autonomy in
food production so that our
country is less vulnerable to
the vagaries of the global
market.
5 . The Orang Asli Reserve land
in Peninsular Malaysia as
well as the Native Customary
Rights (NCR) land of Sabah
and Sarawak be gazetted
and strictly enforced as their
ability to fulfil their basic
food needs is increasingly
being threatened by development.
6. The government further promote all sectors that are involved in food production and
engage this group in policymaking.
Participants of the Food Forum
15 November 2008
Kuala Lumpur

COMMITTED TO THE CAUSE Continued from page 40
Party (PAP).

following the Baling demonstrations in 1974.

When Rajakumar returned to
Malaya as a doctor he became involved in the Socialist Front (a
coalition of the Party Rakyat Malaya and the Labour Party) which
was then a potent force in Malayan politics with Ahmad
Boestamam as the Opposition
Leader in Parliament and good
representation in Local Councils
(at that time elected) in many
towns and new villages in the
west coast of Malaya. He joined
the Labour Party and in the mid1960s was the defacto leader of
the party as its Assistant Secretary General because the rest of
leadership had been detained
under the ISA. It was a very difficult period. “We stopped nominating chairpersons for our
branches in KL because the Special Branch would pick them up
within a week,” he once remarked
to me. It wasn’t long before
Rajakumar was himself picked up
by the SB and detained under the
ISA from 1966 to 1969.

Difficult

period

When he emerged from ISA detention, the political situation had
changed drastically. Massive,
sustained and often brutal repression which saw several thousand
leaders and supporters of the Socialist Front detained under the
ISA in the 1960s led to disillusionment with the electoral process.
Some comrades took the decision
to join the underground, others
opted to lie low. The Labour Party
disintegrated and disappeared
from the political arena. Parti
Rakyat soldiered on only to see a
large numbers of its activists and
leaders detained under the ISA

In this very difficult period for the
Malaysian Left, Rajakumar immersed himself in MMA activities.
He spearheaded the MMA review
of the Malaysian health care system, which was carried out in the
late 1970s. This comprehensive report emphasises the concepts of
social solidarity and health for all
irrespective of social class and
geographical location. This approach has remained the formal
position of the MMA until today.
He set up the Malaysian chapter
of “Physicians Against Nuclear
War” as a section within the
MMA, together with Dr Ronnie
McCoy, a close associate, who
later became the president of the
international federation, the parent body. Rajakumar also worked
to improve the standard of General Practice in Malaysia and was
instrumental in the setting up of
the Academy of General Practitioners which now runs courses for
GPs all over the country.

Inspiring

example

I last met Sdr Rajakumar three
months ago. After several false
starts, we finally met for lunch.
Though he was then still recuperating from a bad bout of pneumonia, he was as enthusiastic as ever.
“After 40 years we finally have a
voice in Parliament.... You have
an important role in showing that
our ideas are still relevant.... Do
not neglect grassroots work. You
must keep meeting the ordinary
people so that you can speak for
them... Build the party. A good
cadre is worth his weight in gold.”
I told him of my intention to pub-
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lish a book comprising papers
and essays that I had written for
various seminars and PSM congresses over the past 6 years, and
asked him if he could write the
foreword. He said he would be
happy to do so, and I later sent a
copy of the intended book to him.
I do not think he had the time to
pen that foreword.
The task of ending colonialism
and of reconstructing countries
on the basis of justice, democracy
and solidarity has yet to be completed. We have achieved formal
political independence but remain economically subservient to
the Imperial Centre, slavishly dependent on FDI to the extent we
are prepared to impoverish our
own workers! We have grown our
economy but the divide between
the very rich and the bottom 60
per cent of the population is getting wider, and this is manifesting
itself in a rash of social ills from
“Mat Rempitism” to child abuse.
Despite 51 years of independence,
we have made very little progress
towards building inter-racial understanding and solidarity.
As we embark on the complex
tasks that lie ahead, we can take
heart and derive inspiration from
the example and sacrifices of
Rajakumar and the thousands of
other Malaysians who remained
true to their principles in very trying times, who believed that a society based on justice and solidarity is possible, and who did not
ever “bend their knee before the
insolence of power and wealth”!
Farewell Sdr Rajakumar. We will
continue with the work of fleshing out the vision of a better society that we share! q

Sahabatku

My Friend

Menemuimu ketika remaja dulu
Ketika kemarahan rakyat bermula
Di kota raya yang memancarkan suara-suara baru
Aku mengenali sekumpulan generasi mahasiswa
Dalam keghairahan menggengam idealisme
Menolongku memperteguh keyakinan
Persahabatan dan persamaan rakyat
Impian mewujudkan satu dunia baru.

Meeting you in youth
When the people’s anger begins
In cities which resound with new voices
I knew a generation of undergraduates
Passionately holding onto idealism
Helping me to strengthen confidence
Friendship and equality among the people
The dream of creating a new world

Lama masa berlalu
Pengalaman dan usia mengajar kita
Betapa ideal mimpi alam remaja
Memetik bintang-bintang di cakerawala
Dengan jari dan puisi
Dengan buku dan teori
Tanpa membakar tangan
Tanpa menghaguskan badan.

Time has run on
Experience and age teach us
How ideal that youthful dream
To gather stars from the universe
With delicacy and poetry
With books and theories
Without burning our hands
Without immolating the body.

(Kini pun masih kutemui lagi
Orang-orang muda yang setengah berani
Sesekali datang membisikkan impian
Untuk membakar bintang menjolok bulan:
Aku macam memutar kembali
Pita rakaman silam.)

(Now I encounter again
Young folk not quite as brave
Coming to whisper their dreams
Of burning stars, of shaking the moon
I seem to replay
The tape of times past.)

Sahabatku
Suatu bangsa merdeka yang kita impikan
Terasa jauh dari kenyataan
Kemarahanku menjadi kepedihan
Bila kita dipisah-pisahkan
Jarak itu semakin berjauhan
Aku dapat gelaran ‘bumiputera’ dan kau bukan.

My friend
The one free race we dream of
Seems so distant from reality
My anger turns to sorrow
When they drive a wedge between us
The distance grows
I get the title “bumiputra” and not you.

(Kepada Dr M K Rajakumar)

(for Dr M K Rajakumar)
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ii

ii

Di klinikmu masih kutemui keramahan
Ketika jantungku hampir dilumpuhkan
Engkaulah pertama mendengar degupannya
Menyukat tekanan darah di salur nadi
Melihat paru-paru tuaku kehitaman bersawang
Asap rokok yang sangat kau benci.

In your clinic I still find goodwill
When my heart almost stopped
You were the first to hear its beat
Listening to blood coursing in the artery
Seeing my old lungs riddled with blackness
Smoke from the cigarettes you so hate.

Percayakah?
Aku dapat pula mendengar detak jantungmu
Detak jantung yang dulu
Kehidupan baru untuk masyarakat baru
Impian satu bangsa merdeka
Kebenaran dan keadilan yang sama
Sebagaimana pesan nenek moyang:
‘Hati kuman sama dicicah
Hati gajah sama dilapah’.

Do you believe?
I too can hear your heartbeat
The heartbeat of times past
New life for a new society
The dream of a liberated race
Of the same truth and justice
As ancestral wisdom advises:
‘Hati kuman sama dicicah
Hati gajah sama dilapah’. *

Bilakah kita dapat memadamkan
Perbezaan keturunan yang kian membakar kita
Dan membiarkan curahan minyak yang kian
menyala
Oleh mereka yang sering bermuka dua?

When can we extinguish
The ethnic differences which continue to madden
us
How long allow the flames to be stoked
By those who are constantly two-faced?

Bilakah kita dapat mempertaruhkan nasib
anak-anak kita yang tak berdosa
dan generasi akan datang keturunan kita
oleh mereka yang mementingkan laba dan kuasa?

How long hand over the fate
of our children without sin
and the generations to come, our heirs,
to those who covet profit and power?

Bilakah kita dapat menimbusi jurang perbezaaan
kemiskinan dan kelaparan dengan kekayaan
berlebihan
Antara dua golongan dan darjat masyarakat
Suatu janji dari erti kemerdekaan rakyat?

When can we erase the differences
Between the starving poor and the exceedingly
rich
Between two social groups and stations
The promise to the people of what merdeka means?

Bilakah semua warga negara mendapat hak
layanan dan keadilan yang sama
Dikenal dengan satu rupa nama:
Bangsa Malaysia?

When can all citizens enjoy rights
To the same justice, the same treatment
And be known as one race:
Bangsa Malaysia?

Usman Awang, National Laureate 1979, wrote this poem for his dear friend who
was detained under the ISA in the 1960s.
The English translation of this poem is by Wong Soak Koon.
( * It is near impossible to translate this proverb. It means that we should share in
all gains, however small or large. In brief, we should practice just equity )
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INTERNATIONAL

Use

your

illusions

Nothing was decided with Obama’s victory, but it widens our
freedom and thereby the scope of our decisions
by Slavoj ÎiÏek

N

oam Chomsky called for
people to vote for Obama
‘without illusions’.

I fully share Chomsky’s doubts
about the real consequences of
Obama’s victory: from a pragmatic perspective, it is quite possible that Obama will make only
some minor improvements, turning out to be ‘Bush with a human
face’. He will pursue the same
basic policies in a more attractive
way and thus effectively
strengthen the US hegemony,
damaged by the catastrophe of the
Bush years.
There is nonetheless something
deeply wrong with this reaction –
a key dimension is missing from
it. Obama’s victory is not just another shift in the eternal parliamentary struggle for a majority,
with all the pragmatic calculations and manipulations that involves. It is a sign of something
more. This is why an American
friend of mine, a hardened leftist
with no illusions, cried when the
news came of Obama’s victory.
Whatever our doubts, for that
moment each of us was free and
participating in the universal freedom of humanity.
In The Contest of Faculties, Kant
asked a simple but difficult ques-

tion: is there true progress in history? (He meant ethical progress,
not just material development.) He
concluded that progress cannot
be proven, but we can discern
signs which indicate that
progress is possible. The French
Revolution was such a sign, pointing towards the possibility of freedom: the previously unthinkable
happened, a whole people fearlessly asserted their freedom and
equality. For Kant, even more important than the – often bloody –
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reality of what went on on the
streets of Paris was the enthusiasm that the events in France gave
rise to in the eyes of sympathetic
observers all around Europe and
in places as far away as Haiti,
where it triggered another worldhistorical event: the first revolt by
black slaves. Arguably the most
sublime moment of the French
Revolution occurred when the delegation from Haiti, led by
Toussaint l’Ouverture, visited
Paris and were enthusiastically

received at the Popular Assembly
as equals among equals.
Obama’s victory is a sign of history in the triple Kantian sense of
signum rememorativum, demonstrativum, prognosticum. A sign in
which the memory of the long
past of slavery and the struggle
for its abolition reverberates; an
event which now demonstrates a
change; a hope for future achievements. The scepticism displayed
behind closed doors even by many
worried progressives – what if, in
the privacy of the voting booth, the
publicly disavowed racism will
re-emerge? - was proved wrong.
One of the interesting things
about Henry Kissinger, the ultimate cynical Realpolitiker, is how
utterly wrong most of his predictions were. When news reached
the West of the 1991 antiGorbachev military coup, for example, Kissinger immediately accepted the new regime as a fact. It
collapsed ignominiously three
days later. The paradigmatic cynic
tells you confidentially: ‘But don’t
you see that it is all really about
money/power/sex, that professions of principle or value are just
empty phrases which count for
nothing?’ What the cynics don’t
see is their own naivety, the
naivety of their cynical wisdom
which ignores the power of illusions.
The reason Obama’s victory generated such enthusiasm is not
only that, against all odds, it really happened: it demonstrated the
possibility of such a thing happening. The same goes for all
great historical ruptures – think
of the fall of the Berlin Wall. Although we all knew about the rotten inefficiency of the Communist
regimes, we didn’t really believe

that they would disintegrate – like
Kissinger, we were all victims of
cynical pragmatism. Obama’s victory was clearly predictable for at
least two weeks before the election, but it was still experienced
as a surprise.

irrationality of global capitalism.
In the fight against Aids, hunger,
lack of water or global warming,
we may recognise the urgency of
the problem, but there is always
time to reflect, to postpone decisions.

The true battle begins now, after
the victory: the battle for what this
victory will effectively mean, especially within the context of two
other more ominous events: 9/11
and the current financial meltdown, an instance of history repeating itself, the first time as tragedy, the second as comedy. President Bush’s addresses to the
American people after 9/11 and
the financial meltdown sound
like two versions of the same
speech. Both times, he evoked the
threat to the American way of life
and the need for fast and decisive
action. Both times, he called for the
partial suspension of American
values (guarantees to individual
freedom, market capitalism) to
save those very values. Where
does this similarity come from?

The main conclusion of the meeting of world leaders in Bali to talk
about climate change, hailed as a
success, was that they would meet
again in two years to continue the
talks. But with the financial meltdown, the urgency was unconditional; a sum beyond imagination
was immediately found. Saving
endangered species, saving the
planet from global warming, finding a cure for Aids, saving the
starving children . . . All that can
wait a bit, but ‘Save the banks!’ is
an unconditional imperative
which demands and gets immediate action. The panic was absolute. A transnational and nonpartisan unity was immediately
established, all grudges among
world leaders momentarily forgotten in order to avert the catastrophe. (Incidentally, what the muchpraised ‘bi-partisanship’ effectively means is that democratic
procedures were de facto suspended.) The sublimely enormous
sum of money was spent not for
some clear ‘real’ task, but in order
to ‘restore confidence’ in the markets – i.e. for reasons of belief. Do
we need any more proof that Capital is the Real of our lives, the Real
whose demands are more absolute than even the most pressing
demands of our social and natural reality?

The fall of the Berlin Wall on 9
November 1989 marked the beginning of the ‘happy 1990s’. According to Francis Fukuyama, liberal
democracy had, in principle, won.
The era is generally seen as having come to an end on 9/11. However, it seems that the utopia had
to die twice: the collapse of the liberal-democratic political utopia
on 9/11 did not affect the economic utopia of global market
capitalism, which has now come
to an end.

Contrasting
reactions
The financial meltdown has made
it impossible to ignore the blatant
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Compare the $700 billion spent on
stabilising the banking system by
the US alone to the $22 billion
pledged by richer nations to help
poorer nations cope with the food

crisis, of which only $2.2 billion
has been made available. The
blame for the food crisis cannot
be put on the usual suspects of
corruption, inefficiency or state interventionism. Even Bill Clinton
has acknowledged that ‘we all
blew it, including me,’ by treating
food crops as commodities instead
of a vital right of the world’s poor.
Clinton was very clear in blaming not individual states or governments, but the long-term Western policy imposed by the US and
European Union and enacted by
the World Bank, the IMF and
other international institutions.
African and Asian countries were
pressured into dropping government subsidies for farmers, opening up the way for the best land to
be used for more lucrative export
crops. The result of such ‘structural adjustments’ was the integration of local agriculture into the
global economy: crops were exported, farmers were thrown off
their land and pushed into sweatshops, and poorer countries had
to rely more and more on imported
food. In this way, they are kept in
postcolonial dependence, vulnerable to market fluctuations – soaring grain prices (caused in part
by the use of crops for biofuels)
have meant starvation in countries
from Haiti to Ethiopia.
Clinton is right to say that ‘food is
not a commodity like others. We
should go back to a policy of maximum food self-sufficiency. It is
crazy for us to think we can develop countries around the world
without increasing their ability to
feed themselves.’ There are at least
two things to add here.
First, developed Western countries have taken great care to maintain their own food self-sufficiency

through financial support for
their farmers (farm subsidies account for almost half of the entire
EU budget). Second, the list of
things which are not ‘commodities like others’ is much longer:
apart from food (and defence, as
all patriots are aware), there are
water, energy, the environment,
culture, education, health – who
will make decisions about these,
if they cannot be left to the market? It is here that the question of
Communism has to be raised
again.

of Congo as a functioning united
state.

The cover story in Time magazine
on 5 June 2006 was ‘The Deadliest War in the World’ - a detailed
account of the political violence
that has killed four million people
in Congo over the last decade.
None of the usual humanitarian
uproar followed, just a couple of
readers’ letters.

In 2001, a UN investigation into
the illegal exploitation of natural
resources in Congo found that the
conflict in the country is mainly
about access to, control of and
trade in five key minerals: coltan,
diamonds, copper, cobalt and
gold. According to this investigation, the exploitation of Congo’s
natural resources by local warlords and foreign armies was ‘systematic and systemic’. Rwanda’s
army made at least $250 million
in 18 months by selling coltan,
which is used in cellphones and
laptops. The report concluded
that the permanent civil war and
disintegration of Congo ‘has created a “win-win” situation for all
belligerents. The only loser in this
huge business venture is the Congolese people’. Beneath the façade
of ethnic warfare, we thus discern
the contours of global capitalism.

Time picked the wrong victim: it
should have stuck to Muslim
women or Tibetan monks. The
death of a Palestinian child, not
to mention an Israeli or an American, is worth thousands more column inches than the death of a
nameless Congolese. Why? On 30
October, Associated Press reported that Laurent Nkunda, the
rebel general besieging Congo’s
eastern provincial capital Goma,
has said he wants direct talks with
the government about his objections to a billion-dollar deal giving China access to the country’s
vast mineral riches in exchange
for a railway and highway. Neocolonialist problems aside, this
deal poses a vital threat to the interests of local warlords, since it
would create the infrastructural
base for the Democratic Republic

Among the greatest exploiters are
Rwandan Tutsis, the victims of the
genocide 14 years ago. Earlier this
year, the Rwandan government
published documents that demonstrated
the
Mitterrand
administration’s complicity in the
genocide: France supported the
Hutu plan for the takeover, even
supplying them with arms, in order to regain influence at the expense of the anglophone Tutsis.
France’s outright dismissal of the
accusations as totally unfounded
was, to say the least, itself unfounded. Bringing Mitterrand to
the Hague tribunal, even posthumously, would cross a fateful line,
for the first time bringing to trial a
leading Western politician who
pretended to act as a protector of
freedom, democracy and human
rights.

Congo

and

Rwanda
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Mobilising
ruling ideology

There has been in recent weeks
an extraordinary mobilisation
of the ruling ideology to combat
the threats to the current order.
The French neoliberal economist Guy Sorman, for example,
recently said in an interview in
Argentina that ‘this crisis will
be short enough’. By saying this,
Sorman is fulfilling the basic
ideological demand with regard
to the financial meltdown:
renormalise the situation. As he
puts it elsewhere, ‘this ceaseless
replacement of the old with the
new driven by technical innovation and entrepreneurialism, itself encouraged by good economic policies, brings prosperity, though those displaced by
the process, who find their jobs
made redundant, can understandably object to it.’ (This
renormalisation coexists with
its opposite: the panic raised by
the authorities in order to make
the public ready to accept the
proposed – obviously unjust –
solution as inevitable.) Sorman
admits that the market is full of
irrational behaviour, but is
quick to add that ‘it would be
preposterous to use behavioral
economics to justify restoring
excessive state regulations.
After all, the state is no more rational than the individual, and its
actions can have enormously destructive consequences.’ He goes
on:
An essential task of democratic
governments and opinion makers
when confronting economic
cycles and political pressure is to
secure and protect the system that
has served humanity so well, and
not to change it for the worse on

the pretext of its imperfection. Still,
this lesson is doubtless one of the
hardest to translate into language
that public opinion will accept.
The best of all possible economic
systems is indeed imperfect. Whatever the truths uncovered by economic science, the free market is
finally only the reflection of human nature, itself hardly perfectible.
Rarely was the function of ideology described in clearer terms: to
defend the existing system against
any serious critique, legitimising
it as a direct expression of human
nature.
It is unlikely that the financial
meltdown of 2008 will function as
a blessing in disguise, the awakening from a dream, the sobering
reminder that we live in the reality of global capitalism. It all depends on how it will be
symbolised, on what ideological
interpretation or story will impose
itself and determine the general
perception of the crisis. When the
normal run of things is traumatically interrupted, the field is open
for a ‘discursive’ ideological competition. In Germany in the late
1920s, Hitler won the competition
to determine which narrative
would explain the reasons for the
crisis of the Weimar Republic and
the way out of it; in France in 1940
Maréchal Pétain’s narrative won
in the contest to find the reasons
for the French defeat. Consequently, to put it in old-fashioned
Marxist terms, the main task of the
ruling ideology in the present crisis is to impose a narrative that
will not put the blame for the meltdown on the global capitalist system as such, but on its deviations
such as lax regulation and corruption of big financial institutions.
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Against this tendency, one should
insist on the key question: which
‘flaw’ of the system as such opens
up the possibility for such crises
and collapses? The first thing to
bear in mind here is that the origin of the crisis is a ‘benevolent’
one: after the dotcom bubble burst
in 2001, the decision reached
across party lines was to facilitate
real estate investments in order to
keep the economy going and prevent recession; today’s meltdown
is the price for the US having
avoided a recession seven years
ago.
The danger is thus that the predominant narrative of the meltdown won’t be the one that
awakes us from a dream, but the
one that will enable us to continue to dream. And it is here
that we should start to worry:
not only about the economic
consequences of the meltdown,
but about the obvious temptation to reinvigorate the ‘war on
terror’ and US interventionism
in order to keep the economy
running. Nothing was decided
with Obama’s victory, but it
widens our freedom and thereby
the scope of our decisions. No
matter what happens, it will remain a sign of hope in our otherwise dark times, a sign that the
last word does not belong to realistic cynics, from the left or the
right. q
Slavoj ÎiÏek is a dialectical-materialist philosopher and psychoanalyst.
He also co-directs the International Centre for Humanities at Birkbeck College, London. The Parallax
View appeared last year.
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What is the future
for all Malaysians?
When the NEP was first introduced in 1970, our GDP was at
par with Singapore, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and South Korea. Today,
after 38 years under the Barisan
National Government, our GDP
lags
far
behind
these
neighbouring countries although
they have far less natural resources than us.
If we do not wake up to make some
changes we will soon be a thirdclass nation instead of becoming
a fully developed nation which is
our vision.
Every Malaysian, especially our
politicians, should look ahead
and plan for the future. In the last
general elections and in the
Permatang Pauh by-election in
August, the electorate have shown
that they are not willing to stagnate and have the rest of the world
pass us by. The new governments
of Kedah, Kelantan, Penang,

Perak and Selangor are the outcome of the people’s ability to seize
the opportunity to bring about
change. This momentous popular decision is already having a
positive outcome in terms of the
standards of governance and
leadership of these key states.
In Perak where I live, I know for
sure that the state government is
transparent. When everything is
open, they cannot practise
cronyism, nepotism and corruption. The past practice of giving
out billions of ringgit in contracts
e.g. all the concessions for highways, water and power supplies,
without open tenders has ruined
our economy. You do not see this
sort of practice in Singapore or
other advanced countries. That is
why Singapore is classified as one
of the best managed nations in the
world. Why don’t we govern our
country based on best practices
such as these?
If all Malaysians vote with their
eyes open in the next election, it is
highly likely that the opposition
will gain enough seats in Parliament to change the current government. In fact all forward look-
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ing politicians can foresee the future. As it is, except for the Umno
MPs, all other MPs of BN component parties have practically no
say in the government. These
Barisan MPs who have been
marginalised must ask themselves
why they should remain as part
of an authoritarian government
and suffer this indignity. Many
Malaysians including me need to
be reassured that Umno leaders
will not continue to draw their
keris to show their ‘supremacy’.
We also need to be reassured that
the next Umno Prime Minister whoever he is - will come down
hard on any Umno leader who
belittles fellow non-Malay citizens by trying to classify them as
immigrants with less rights in the
country.
Koon Yew Yin

Understanding
the
Social
Contract
I beg to differ with the position
taken by a columnist in The Star
on 30 October.
As he stated, when a social contract, in its conventional sense is
broken, the aggrieved citizens can
resort to ‘civil disobedience’.
In spirit and in form, the social
contract, so uniquely Malaysian,
has been violated. The reasons
are:
”Equality of treatment for all races
in the service of the Federation
was guaranteed.” The current
state Education Directors, the VCs
of public universities, and principals of teacher training institutes
as examples of inequality. It is representative of all government departments and ministries.

• Education as a tool for social
engineering was an added feature of this social contract after the implementation of the
NEP in 1970. I have no arguments with the spirit of this
policy but its implementation
must not be considered sacrosanct. I have no statistics as
none had been released but
don’t we all have anecdotal
evidence of the rich and politically well-connected being
given scholarships whether
locally or overseas? So, are we
to avoid ‘unnecessary friction’
by accepting the status quo?

to start thinking of a Malaysian
race.
Loyal Malaysian

Somone I look up to
For years, I have been looking and
observing people from the eye of
my camera. Each individual has
a story to tell from what is in their
minds projected onto their faces.
The questions people ask and
even the silent ones do not make
much difference because what is
important comes from what can
be deciphered.
sary friction.

• ‘Clear provisions were added
that existing non-Malay rights
will not be extinguished in order to create quotas for
Malays’. So, what is the giving
of 10 per cent discount across
the board for bumiputra buyers of houses to be considered
as? Then, there is the 30 per
cent quota of shares in listed
companies for bumiputras.
Surely bumiputra buyers of
luxury houses and condominiums cannot be classified as
needy. Re-adjustment and reinterpretation needs to be carried out. But everything seems
to be classified as part of the
sacrosanct social contract now.
• ‘... freedom to all religious communities to pursue their faiths
in peace and harmony.’ It is a
sad reflection of the state of religion but the fact is that monks
and temple workers are required from countries such as
Thailand, India, Sri Lanka and
Myanmar. So why does the
government impose restrictions on them? No, I do not
think asking hard questions
like these will cause unneces-

• ‘...special weighting for rural
constituencies’ was and is still
necessary for electoral purposes. But I am sure the original authors did not have in
mind the gerry-meandering of
the constituencies such that 1
rural voter can equal 25 urban
voters!
My point is that times have
changed and there are aspects of
the social contract that need to be
revisited, especially those areas
that have been implemented incorrectly. In another 1,000 years,
will we descendants of migrant
workers still not be allowed to
question this so-called social contract?
It is absolutely unfair that an Indonesian migrant be granted
bumiputra status after four years
of being here while citizens (who
have been here even before independence) are still, for all intents
and purposes, second-class citizens. The baggage of the colonial
past should NOT be burdened on
the present generation. After 51
years of independence, it is time
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How important it is to me to know
about virtuous people is beyond
words especially those who have
the humility. It is the trait profiles
bulging in my archive that I have
to share unreservedly. The reason
for my picking this man is that he
believes in values such as love
and justice for the people.
People, I am talking about Haris
Ibrahim.
I saw him weep for joy when Raja
Petra emerged a free man in the
Shah Alam High Court. I saw him
with the people in the candlelight
vigils. I saw him trying hard to
help people fight for the right
cause. He is a selfless gentleman!

We should not leave him alone
but join hands even at the most
trying times we are going through.
On behalf of all who share the
common truth, we salute you sir,
for who you are and what you are.
God bless.
Man with d video cam

It’s none of
my
business

fewer Chinese and Indians but
more and more Malays. Something was happening, but I suppose it was part of evolution after
all. Everyone has choices as to
what they like to do. Forget about
any government jobs; it was
monopolised; forget about even
certain national sports. I was not
interested in looking for trouble or
quarrelling over small stuff. And
so, I just moved on..

Sure, I’am a selfish citizen who
has lived in this country for 50
years now. I am only a second generation Chinese born here. How
and where I was brought up has
been no different from the majority of middle- class families in KL.

I wondered, but I moved on.
As we entered the 1990s, I noticed
something happening to common
leisure sports such as badminton
and football. There were fewer and

It was only around the time of the
tsumani election on 8 March 2008,
this year that I suddenly awoke
from 48 years of slumber! Eureka!
My eyes and ears are suddenly
open. I dig more, read more, research more, see more people, interview more people and hence
learn and understand more.
And now, I stop moving on - after
learning, what is happening to my
country. You know why? I am
moving downhill now, taking
whatever sins and challenges that
this government has to offer.

My teenage years in national-type
schools were spent with among
youths of all races. Getting together was peaceful and fun.
There was generally little to complain about in our community
then. No one ever told me that I’m
less privileged.
As I came out to the world of employment in the early 1980s, I saw
and experienced different sets of
races in different sectors. Suddenly, I noticed the many government deparments that employ
mainly Malays and forms had to
be filled in Bahasa Melayu. In private banks, you needed to fill
forms in English. The FRU and
police were lopsided in terms of
race. Where had all the Chinese
and Indians gone?

stances and challenges but perhaps others may fare better than I.
Needless to say, they were not. As
I see more of others and less of me,
I notice our communities are suffering more and more. Parents
have to contend with escalating
costs and they take on more than
one job. And so, I move on, asking
more questions.

After getting married, I had my
first shocking experience when I
looked at the prices of houses.
Why do I have to pay more than
the Malays? We get the same salary for the same job and we lived
under the same challenging condition as far as basic food and
drinks are concerned. Yes, by now
I had learned about the marked
differences in races in terms of
business dealings. No choice, and
so, I continue to move on….
Now, after more than 40 years,
things would have got from bad
to worse. I started looking around
myself. My word! All these years,
I thought I was part of the small
few minority who had to endure
with patience under all circum-
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Politics has never been my interest simply because I trusted and
thought politicians were very
wise. I thought they were bighearted caring and responsibile
people. I thought they were responsible for the welfare of all the
races in Malaysia. I thought they
were supposed to provide protection for the common rakyat. Above
all, they were there to serve the
rakyat. Today, the reverse may be
true. Allow me to list them..
• In the US, you need to be rich
to be in politics, here you become a politician to become
rich.
• The rakyat and police have to
serve the politicians according
to their wishes and obey ‘self
customised” laws fit only for
government politicians.

• Many politicians are not trustworthy; they lie, they cheat,
they oppress those who speak;
they ISAed anyone without evidence; some may even fabricate evidence.
• The culprits responsible for
unrest and disunity are usually the people in authority.
• Most of our politicians lack respective knowledge in their
portfolios and departments,
have low professionalism and
exhibit crass behaviour in Parliament.
• They bulldoze or instill threats
and warnings to the opposition.
• Many have never been jailed
for all their law-breaking actions. And they get away with
it. There is no price tag on any
of their mistake. It’s free!
• The rakyat continues to pay for
their wrongdoings. They are
ISA-ed, fined and jailed.
Serious questions have to be asked
on a daily basis on the manner our
government especially BN parties
operate. I’m a law-abiding citizen
who pays his taxes, who pays
whatever the government has
thrown at me. I have no qualms
but now the government demands that I surrender my basic
right to speak. To see opposition
people (those acting as a check
and balance) being arrested just
to shut them up, is something I
cannot stomach.
None of out rakyat’s lives is
cheap. Who is going to pay for the
mistakes and misdeeds that the
government has created? The poor
will certainly have to bear more;
how much more?
I, as a citizen, demand a clean and
an effective Government.

I, as a citizen, demand my right to
speak freely without fear
I, as a citizen, demand respectful
treatment from all police staff for I
pay their salaries.
I, as a citizen, demand that all
Government staff serve us, not the
other way round.
All this should be none of my
business, but my government has
forced me to think otherwise.
Make no mistake, if the government cannot change, we will
change the government! 2011 is
not far off.
Patient Citizen

MCA – Are they
relevant
today?
Politics does matter in our everyday life. Some folks pick this up
naturally; others acquire it along
the way and yet people like me are
oblivious to it all. For too long
now, I have left it all to the party
that claims to represent the minority ‘Chinese’ in this country but
not anymore! My father and
brothers who faithfully voted
these people to look after us today
feel ‘short changed’.
As a concerned citizen like everyone else regardless of race, I do
take time to reflect on how well
the nation has progressed. While
my comment today focuses on the
Chinese community, I trust others
are also doing the same with their
respective parties as well.
My observation and experiences
with our Chinese community is
worrying. It is not something that
suddenly sprouts but it’s a peren-
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nial concern. Let’s try and asnwer
these few simple questions.
• Who sells pirated CDs, DVD,
or any entertainment software? – Chinese
• Who sells mobile phones
more than anyone else? – Chinese
• Who’s running ‘Ah Long’ services more than anyone else?
– Chinese
• Who pays more fines on small
illegitimate businesses? - Chinese
Listen, these are the alternatives
our young children are exposed
to if for whatever reasons they do
not continue higher educations.
It’s not something that every Chinese is terribly proud of. I remember vividly on one occasion what
our ex-PM said while addressing
questions from Umno about the
Chinese being dominant in business: “Apa you susah? (To the
Umnoputras), as long as the government can find ways to fine or
tax them, we are okay.” – Not exactly in these words but the message was clear.
What can I do? What can we do?

What can the Chinese do? What
can the MCA do? – Nothing!
I do not claim to be the people’s
choice or the voice of the Chinese,
but I do listen and feel the pulse of
its bloodstream in families including my own. What has the MCA
done for the Chinese at large?
Other than ‘whispering’ in parliament, nothing concrete has
ever materialised. And even if it
does, it’s long overdue. One does
not have to be a scientist or
equipped with any political background to see how relevant the
MCA is today.
A case in point, just look at any
newspaper headlines nowadays. What do you see in MCA
with colour photos too? What
they are doing and exhibiting
have nothing to do with Chinese
rakyat’s plight or the everyday
concerns of the Chinese but
have Everything to do with their
own political image, status, and
propagandas. A selfish lot
oblivious of rakyat’s needs in
terms of standing up for for Chinese community at large. MCA
lives in a different world, otherwise how would they not see
what the Chinese challenges are
today.
Today, I stand up and declare that
I’m ashamed of MCA! And I will
have nothing to do with this party.
My only hope is that other Chinese are not hoodwinked by this
party as my father had been since
independence. Today, MCA is irrelevant – period.

This thing
called
religion
(Malaysian-style)
In Malaysia, we are truly blessed
although we are not the only
country that allows different religions to be practised freely. The
only difference is,
while other countries sees it as a
minimum requirement in a truly
democratic country
today, only Malaysia boasts about it.
It’s actually no big
deal in any democracy.
Similarly, around
the world today,
many non-Muslim
countries have beautiful mosques
and Muslims are free to practise
their faith too. In today’s
globalised world, countries that
practise a single religion are increasingly a rarity unless people
are willing to “shoulder the
cause” - and it’s not pretty. We
know which countries are like
that, don’t we?
Given the fact, most “established’
legitimate religions today have
always shared several principles
that are universal:
They teach peace
They teach love
They denounced all forms of corruption
They denounce murder

are still in denial over this old
question. Is Malaysia a ‘single religion’ country or is it a multi-religious country? It’s easy to answer
but very difficult to demonstrate.
Currently, Malaysia is desperately
trying to govern using the one-religion approach among a multireligious population. Will it work?
Can it work? Is it
even worth trying?
The most costly
price one has to
pay is being “indecisive”; worse,
some are taking all
this as some form
of experiment or
laboratory test at
the expense of the
rakyat of Malaysia
and humankind.
The Number One rule for any existing multi-religious or multi-racial country that is democratic is
this:
Everyone is encouraged to practise their respective divine revelation as closely as possible. (Some
choose to become God’s stand in;
that’s when all hell breaks loose.)
Any religion can have as many
doctrines, creeds, fatwa (or whathave-you) as they like, as long as
they do not apply to other races or
religion, let alone result in warnings, threats, police reports and
arrests of those of other faiths.

You already know who I am. One
of those who did not vote for
MCA.

These are just a few of the main
principles. Needless to say there
are many more. Shouldn’t we concentrate on these few teachings
first?

Sadly, everyday we hear some
news involving religious issues.
It’s utterly shameful and childish
– and costly in terms of economic
as well as our humanity. This nation continues to search for its soul.

Anti-MCA citizen

In Malaysia, there are people who

Mirror Man
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ALIRAN AGM

Brace for economic tsunami,
shed outdated politics, urges
Aliran President

liran
president
P
Ramakrishnan, in a
message today aimed at
political parties and
their politicians, said they could
“play politics, by all means”; but
he warned them not to think that
the outdated politics of race, personality or ruthless ambition
would get them anywhere when
the economic tsunami hits with
full force.

A

To the elected representatives of
Parliament and state legislative
assemblies, he commented, “Continue your antics and theatrics if
you must, but you will be judged
by how well and how honestly
you can debate policy directions,
pass laws and oversee government measures to save the people
from massive suffering.”
To the federal and state govern-

ments, he cautioned, “Persist
with your antagonisms if you
must; the people will judge you
by whether or how effectively you
can set aside partisan concerns
and petty quarrels in favour of
federal-state cooperation to serve
the rakyat’s interests.”

as honorary secretary, Dr Mustafa
Kamal Anuar as honorary assistant secretary, and Anil Netto as
honorary treasurer.
The new executive committee
comprises:

Ramakrishnan made these comments at Aliran’s 32nd annual
general meeting held in Penang
today. The AGM also unanimously resolved to call upon the
government of Malaysia to abrogate the Internal Security Act and
thereby restore justice and establish the rule of law. The AGM also
urged all Malaysians to rally together to oppose the ISA and other
oppressive laws.

• Dr Prema Devaraj
• Leena Mohan
• Dr Andrew Aeria
• Dr Khoo Boo Teik
• Dr Subramaniam Pillay
• Dr Soon Chuan Yean
• Andrew Wong
• Amiruddin Ahmad
• Ch’ng Teng Liang
• Raphael Surin
• Sarajun Hoda Abd Hassan
Ong Eu Soon was elected as honorary auditor.

Ramakrishnan was re-elected as
president of the social reform
group, along with Dr Francis Loh

Dr Francis Loh
Hon Secretary
23 November 2008
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TRIBUTE

Committed

to

the

cause

The late Dr Rajakumar believed that a society based on
justice and solidarity is possible
by Dr Jeyakumar Devaraj
first met Sdr Dr
Rajakumar in 1979 as a
member of a group of
medical students who
met up with him for a discussion.
He was then the President of the
Malaysian Medical Association
(MMA). What struck me then was
his energy and enthusiasm. He
challenged us to visit rural areas
to understand the problems faced
by the ordinary people living in
kampungs. “How can you be
good doctors if you do not understand the background and the
problems of the rural people?” he
asked us. “A good doctor must be
an advocate for the poor!”

I

At that time I did not know of his
previous history of struggle and
sacrifice – given the almost complete blackout of the struggle of the
radical nationalists and socialists
in our local media and history
books. It was only much later that
I learnt that he had been the editor of “Fajar”, a radical student
newsletter produced by the Socialist Club of University Malaya
(based in Singapore then). Fajar
argued strongly for the eviction of
the British colonialists and full Independence for Malaya and
Singapore. That was in 1953. The
following year, Rajakumar and
his group were charged with sedition, arrested and put on trial.
The "Fajar Eight" was acquitted
and the trial brought them into the
public eye. Also gaining public-

ity and political mileage was Lee
Kuan Yew, who assisted Queen's
Counsel, D.N. Pritt, on the defence
team. Lee Kuan Yew had originally volunteered to represent the
"Fajar Eight", but when D.N. Pritt
offered his services pro bono, Lee
fell into the role of assistant. As a
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result of the contact made in the
course of the trial, Rajakumar and
some of the Socialist Club members became involved in discussions with Lee Kuan Yew on the
formation of the People's Action

Continued on page 27

